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Unit 4 – Chapter 14 – Advertising Changes in the Early Twentieth Century

Objective: You are to ANALYZE advertising from the first half of the Twentieth Century to understand the shift in the psychological approaches used that significantly developed a “consumer culture” in the United States. 
 
Historic Claim: Many historians note that the development of Twentieth Century consumer culture is a shift from Americans being inwardly centered, to outwardly centered.  This means that individuals began to develop their sense of self based on how they perceived other people perceived them, and that that perception was based on how products created an individual’s image.  This is evident in the psychological approaches used by advertising.
 
Directions: Click on the links to ads below in the chart; observe the ads (the evidence) and ANALYZE them to defend this historical claim.  Compare and contrast the differences between the ads, to defend the Historic Claim by taking notes in the chart.  Then write a paragraph explaining how the evidence defends the historic claim.  The rubric is on the back of this page.  Hand this in and e-mail your CRP.

Evidence:

1914 – Colgate Shaving Stick
1944 – Barbasol Face
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* AP Central Lesson Plans and Ad Access Duke University
Extra Credit
Directions:  Now observe ads for the Pullman Company.  What roles were people of color portrayed in and how did those roles create a stereotype?

Pullman Ads
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Writing Rubric – Lake Region Union High School

 
Fails to meet standard
Nearly meets the standard
Meets the standard
Exceeds the standard
Purpose
Thesis
Audience
Essay has little sense of purpose
Purpose/thesis stated,
not maintained consistently
Thesis clearly stated, larger purpose identified, audience taken into consideration
Thesis skillfully articulated and purposefully  maintained throughout
Organization
Lacks structure
Attempts structure,
lacks transitions
Logical structure and effective
transitions
Sophisticated structure and
excellent transitions
Evidence Synthesis
CCSSW#2 (Hu)
CCSSR#5 (M)
CCSSR#1 (Ho)

Too little evidence in support of ideas
Some evidence in support of ideas, not integrated effectively
Strong evidence from primary source(s) integrated effectively  in support of larger ideas and cited
Sophisticated
evidence from primary source, with superior integration and citations
Voice/Tone
Word Choice
Flat Tone,
poor word choice
Attempt at
expression,
some variety
of word choice
Appropriate voice and tone,
appropriate
word choice
Sophisticated voice, tone and word choices
Syntax
Conventions
Minimal control of syntax and GUM
Limited control of syntax and GUM
Sufficient control of syntax and GUM
Excellent control
of syntax and GUM
*Revised October 2012 – English Dept. & CSuarez


